
Introducing
Bing Shopping
Campaigns beta



Bing Shopping Campaigns beta 

// available by invite only

Launches in the US this summer. 



Most consumers shop and buy online

83%
of US digital shoppers made a 

purchase online last year.

90%
of US consumers browsed, researched or 

compared products online via PC, 

smartphone or tablet last year.

Source :US Retail Ecommerce: 2014 Trends and Forecast, eMarketer, April 2014



Search delivers the information consumers want most while shopping

#

1
Product Ads surface the top information consumers are looking for while “showrooming,” 

putting the shopper closer to an online purchase.

Source: Mobile Search Helps 82% of In-Store Shoppers Make Purchase Decisions [Study], Search Engine Land, May 15, 2013

Consumers choose 

search as their top

in-store resource

73% find where products are sold

72% make price comparisons

63% find promotional offers



The Yahoo Bing Network delivers significant traffic from 
online shopping

Million540 Million74

This search volume is significant.  Learn how Product Ads - managed through 

Bing Shopping campaigns - can help you reach potential customers on the 

Yahoo Bing Network.

Monthly retail searches Monthly retail searchers

Source: comScore Search Categories Report (custom), US, September 2014
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Product Ads
Ad format overview



Product Ads puts the searcher closer to a purchase decision.



Gain more prominence on the search results page

“I want my product to grab attention.”

A Product Ad can take up more space 
on the search results page than a text 
ad, attracting attention and offering 
broader reach.

Product Ads can also show 
simultaneously with text ads even for 
the same merchant, giving advertisers 
even more real estate.



“I have a limited marketing budget and need my advertising dollars to deliver results.”

Product Ads proved to be a more efficient way to advertise than text ads for this leading 
technology solution provider who saw:

Source: Microsoft partnered with Mercent to compare Product Ads to text ads on the Yahoo Bing Network. 

[4 advertisers involved in the study], Q1 2014.

29% Lower cost-per-click 49% Higher conversion rate



Introducing Bing 
Shopping Campaigns
An optimal way to manage
your Product Ads



Product Ads 
is an 
engaging 
ad format.

And Bing Shopping Campaigns are 
a new, optimal way to manage 
your Product Ads.  

Bing Shopping Campaigns give 
advertisers more control over 
targeting, deeper insight into 
performance data, and allow 
advertisers to directly import their 
Google Shopping campaigns.



“I need maximum control when targeting my products.”



“I’m busy – I need a quick and easy way to choose which products to advertise, by brand, 
type of product.”



“I would like to know how my products metrics compare to other products they’re 
competing with.”



“I want to see how each of my products is performing individually.”



Easy to import Google Shopping Campaigns 

“I need to be efficient – I’m already running Google Shopping Campaigns and don’t have time to 
manage ad campaigns differently on each platform.”

It’s easy to import Google Shopping Campaigns into your Bing Ads account.*  Once set up, Bing 
Shopping Campaigns are easy to manage as the structure and capabilities are consistent across
ad platforms.

*Extensions must be added manually
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Get started
Scenario 1: 
Advertisers new to Bing Product Ads and 
Google Shopping Campaigns



*Extensions must be added manually

Options to get 
started with 
Bing Shopping 
Campaigns
For Advertisers new to Product 
Ads and shopping campaigns

here

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-US/library/bing-ads-campaign-management-bing-shopping-campaigns.aspx


2. Create Store

Bing Merchant 

Center

1. Claim domain in 

Bing Webmaster

Tool*

Initial Set Up for Bing Shopping Campaigns

3. Upload 

product feed*

Bing Merchant 

Center

4. Create Bing 

Shopping 

Campaign – or 

import your 

campaigns from 

Google Bing

Ads UI

Ongoing management for Bing Shopping Campaigns

*If using the Content API, please follow the documentation for appropriate feed upload criteria.

1. Claim domain

2. Create store

3. Create feed



Getting started // access the Bing Merchant Center

23

2. Create store

3. Create feed

1



2. Create store

3. Create feed

Getting started // create store in Bing Merchant Center

1

2



Getting started // overview of Bing Merchant Center

Alerts and news about 

your Bing Merchant 

feed account.

Manage 

catalog feed 

and view 

product errors.

See your store settings. Manage product feed FTP settings.

2. Create store

3. Create feed



Getting started // product feed required attributes

Minimum required product feed attributes

˗ ID of product

˗ Title of product

˗ Brand

˗ Link (URL to product) 

˗ Price

˗ Description of product

˗ Seller name (store name, typically used by aggregators)

But don’t stop there – populate your feed with as many recommended 
(non-required) attributes as possible for each product offer. 

3. Create feed

Full list of feed upload criteria here

http://advertise.bingads.microsoft.com/en-us/uahelp-topic?market=en&project=Bing_Ads&querytype=topic&query=HLP_BA_CONC_ABOUTBINGMERCHANTCENTERCATALOGFILE.htm


Getting started // product feed additional attributes

Recommended product feed attributes to include

Apparel Products

˗ Gender

˗ Age group

˗ Color

˗ Size

Product Variants

˗ Item Group ID 
(to group products varying by 
material or pattern)

˗ Material

˗ Pattern

Bing Attributes

˗ Bing ads label

˗ Bing ads grouping

˗ Bing ads redirect

Bing Sales and Promotions

˗ Sale price (excl. tax and shipping*)

˗ Sale price effective date 
(sales start and end date/time)

Custom labels – new!*

˗ Custom Label 0

˗ Custom Label 1

˗ Custom Label 2

˗ Custom Label 3

˗ Custom Label 4

Product Offer Identification

˗ UPC

˗ IBSN (Int’l Standard Book Number)

˗ MPN (Manufacturer Part Number)

˗ SKU (differentiates versions of product)

˗ GTIN (Global Trade Item Number)

Field Identification

˗ Availability (stock status)

˗ Product Category (desired Bing 
category)

˗ Condition (new, refurbished, etc)

˗ Multipack (for bundling several identical 
products)

˗ Product Type (Merchant’s category)

˗ Expiration date (date item will expire)

*Custom labels tip: 

Custom labels can be used to identify each product as a best seller, 

seasonal item, special offer, or high margin item, for example, to help 

group products and enable themselves to target more granularly.

[Note For customers starting with Bing Shopping, “Custom labels” 

replace “Bing Ads Label” and “Bing Ads Grouping” found in Product 

Ads campaigns.

Full list of feed upload criteria here

http://advertise.bingads.microsoft.com/en-us/uahelp-topic?market=en&project=Bing_Ads&querytype=topic&query=HLP_BA_CONC_ABOUTBINGMERCHANTCENTERCATALOGFILE.htm


Getting started // product feed test

Upload your product feed to test for errors.

3. Create feed



Getting started // common feed errors

In the Bing Merchant Center store Catalog Summary Tab, you can view the Offers Publishing and Rejection 
reports, which include common errors like these:

3. Product 

restrictions

The product is 

not allowed due 

to editorial issues.

2. Indexing

errors 

The image is 

currently being 

added to the Bing 

index and the 

offer will be 

available when it

is done.

1. Missing required 

attributes

˗ ID of product

˗ Title of product

˗ Brand

˗ Link

˗ Price

˗ Description of 
Product

3. Create feed

Full list of feed upload criteria here

http://advertise.bingads.microsoft.com/en-us/uahelp-topic?market=en&project=Bing_Ads&querytype=topic&query=HLP_BA_CONC_ABOUTBINGMERCHANTCENTERCATALOGFILE.htm


Getting started // campaign set up in Bing Ads

4. Create campaign



Getting started // campaign set up in Bing Ads

Ad Group Level 

Use the Product Group hierarchy 
to target and bid on products in 
your feed (limited to products 
filtered at the campaign level).

Campaign Level 

Use the filtered products option in 
Campaign Settings to narrow 
campaign to specific products in 
your feed.

Set up product-specific campaigns and ad groups

4. Create campaign



Getting started // create relevant Promotional Text

Targeted Promotional Text can help improve click-through rate for your Bing Product Ads. 

Product Ad: Free gift with 

Contoso watch purchase

Remember, the promotional text and ad should apply to all of 
the product targets in the ad group.

4. Create campaign



Get started
Scenario 2: 
Advertisers running Google Shopping Campaigns



*Extensions must be added manually
*Extensions must be added manually

Options to get 
started with 
Bing Shopping 
Campaigns
For Advertisers using Google 
Shopping Campaigns here

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-US/library/bing-ads-campaign-management-bing-shopping-campaigns.aspx


Recommended for advertisers using Google Shopping Campaigns

*Extensions must be added manually



Getting started // import Google Shopping Campaigns

Once you’ve set up your Bing Merchant Center, you’re ready to import your Google 
Shopping Campaigns.

1 Select “Import from Google 

AdWords” in the dropdown

2 Sign in to your Google account

3 Choose your AdWords Campaigns

4 Choose Bing Ads Account 

& import options

5 Import

Tip: after import, go to Campaign Settings to ensure 

the campaign is linked correctly to your Bing 

Merchant Center store.  And check your import 

summary log for any errors.



*Extensions must be added manually

Recommended for advertisers using Google Shopping Campaigns

Tip: if you currently have Bing Product Ad Campaigns running, set 
the Bing Shopping Campaigns priority to medium or high so they 
deliver over Product Ads campaigns targeting the same offers.



Get started
Scenario 3: 
Advertisers moving from Bing Product
Ads campaigns to Bing Shopping Campaigns
(not running Google Shopping Campaigns)



here

Options to get 
started with 
Bing Shopping 
Campaigns
Advertisers running existing Bing 
Product Ads Campaigns
(not running Google Shopping 
Campaigns)

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-US/library/bing-ads-campaign-management-bing-shopping-campaigns.aspx


Recommended for advertisers running existing Bing Product Ads Campaigns

1. Upload your product feed

here.

2. Create a new Bing Shopping Campaign 
and Ad Group.

3. Set your Campaign Priority.

*Extensions must be added manually

http://advertise.bingads.microsoft.com/en-us/uahelp-topic?market=en&project=Bing_Ads&querytype=topic&query=HLP_BA_CONC_ABOUTBINGMERCHANTCENTERCATALOGFILE.htm


Attribute 

[in campaign filter and 

Product Group]

Product Ads 

campaign

Bing Shopping 
Campaigns

Item ID

Brand

Condition

Product Type1

BingAds Label2

BingAds Grouping2

Category3

Custom Label [ 0-4]2

SKU4

Seller Name5

With Bing Shopping Campaigns, the attributes in your product feed have changed a little, 

along with the corresponding attributes you can use to target your campaigns.

Available for targeting Not available for targeting

1Bing Shopping campaigns helps you target at a more granular level - up to 5 layers 

deep in the targeting “tree” whereas Product Ads campaigns only allows for 3 layers.

2Just as you will move from including your custom attribute data within the 

“BingAdsLabel” and “BingAdsGrouping” columns in your product feed to “Custom 

Labels,” you will target these custom attributes by selecting “Custom Labels” in your 

campaigns.  

4You may now target by Item ID instead of SKU.

3Bing’s taxonomy makes it easy to drill down to the most specific level of your product 

category details.

What’s changing (notes)

5This is a required attribute in your product feed, however you may not target on 

this attribute.  



*Extensions must be added manually

Update your Feed.

Advertisers running existing Bing Product Ads Campaigns

Filtering legacy
Product Ad Campaigns 
& Ad Groups

Filtering Bing Shopping 
Campaigns & Ad Groups

Filtering Bing 
Shopping Campaigns 
& Ad Groups

Full list of feed upload criteria here

http://advertise.bingads.microsoft.com/en-us/uahelp-topic?market=en&project=Bing_Ads&querytype=topic&query=HLP_BA_CONC_ABOUTBINGMERCHANTCENTERCATALOGFILE.htm


*Extensions must be added manually

First, select a Product Ads campaign that you want to replicate using Bing Shopping Campaigns.

1. Map Product Filters at the Campaign level to determine which products can appear as Product Ads. 

2. Set Campaign Priority.

3. Converting Product Listing Ads.

Advertisers running existing Bing Product Ads Campaigns



*Extensions must be added manually

Ad Group level

1. Product Ads campaigns used Product Targets, which allowed you to select which products to 
show as ads and associate bids with them. 

Now in Bing Shopping Campaigns Product Groups will allow you to do the same, except:

Advertisers running existing Bing Product Ads Campaigns
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Optimizing your data feed

Quality data in, quality results out.

1. Data validation

Ensure  your product feed 
file is properly formatted.

Our crawling agent, bingbot, 
must be allowed to crawl your 
site or your products will not 
display.

2. Product
discoverability

Categorize your products so 
customers can search and 
find.

Use Unique Identifiers to help 
differentiate product titles and 
descriptions that may only 
differ in size, color, etc.  They 
should be consistent between 
data feeds.

3. Conversion

Ensure your product’s 
stock status is up to date 
(in stock or out of stock).

Use a relevant product 
description and title.

Use variant attributes – colors, 
sizes, etc.

Use the SKU column to 
differentiate your items in 
terms of color and size.  



Go beyond the required attributes.  
Populate your feed with as many 
recommended attributes as 
possible for each product offer. 

The more information you make available, 
the more likely your Product Ads will be 
shown for relevant searches.

Use the new Custom Labels for 
Bing Shopping Campaigns (0-4).

These can help you group your products 
and better target, for example, by best 
sellers, high margin products, items with 
high/low return on ad spend, or even by 
seasonal event.

Best practices // product feed



Use a descriptive title 
for your product.

Include all relevant information possible in your title.

1 – 255 character limit.

Add relevant search terms that will trigger your product queries

Include Brand and product type to the title, if applicable add the gender, 
size, and color.

Include “Product Type,” 
a recommended 
attribute.

Include your own product type or category for product.

This will help you break out your campaigns more granularly.

Include “Bing Ads 
Redirect,” a 
recommended 
attribute.

Include your destination URL for dynamic tracking parameters.

This link redirect attribute will allow the advertiser to add third party 
tracking, and ensure that tracking parameters won’t fall off when links are 
redirected.

Best practices // product feed



Use a high-resolution 
image for the Product 
Image URL.

Test different images of 
the same product to 
determine which image 
performs best.

Refresh your feed weekly.

Best practices // product feed



Create new campaigns 
for your Bing Shopping 
Campaigns.

Instead of adding Bing Shopping Campaigns to existing campaigns, create 
new campaigns to ensure that performance statistics for each can be 
isolated.

Create at least one 
campaign that targets 
all products in the feed. 

This gives advertisers the ability to continually gain insights about products 
in the feed that may deserve attention but aren’t currently captured by 
other product groups. 

Best practices // campaigns 



Test different 
promotional text, 
images, and the 
granularity of product 
targets.

Include all relevant information possible in your title.

1 – 255 character limit.

Add relevant search terms that will trigger your product queries

Include Brand and product type to the title, if applicable add the gender, 
size, and color.

Use the Product 
Tracking destination 
URL for dynamic 
tracking.

Include your own product type or category for product.

This will help you break out your campaigns more granularly.

Best practices // campaigns 



Target specific products in
your feed.

Beyond the ‘all-inclusive product’ target, include specific 
brands, product types, or individual products that align with 
your business goals. 

Use different promotional 
text to highlight unique offers 
and key selling points that apply 
to all of the Product Groups in 
an ad group.

Promotional text can help differentiate the ad and capture 
attention, and has been shown to help increase click-through 
rates.

Use negative keywords. Use negative keywords to prevent your products from showing 
in response to irrelevant and/or poor-performing searches.

Best practices // campaigns 



First broken out by top category level (Apparel & 
Accessories), then drilled to the 4th category level (Jeans), 
then broken out by ID level to target top selling items and 
increase their bids to achieve top positioning.

Excluded “All Products”  as this campaign focuses only on 
jeans. This “All Products” target should live in your main 
Bing Shopping Campaign, but always have an All Products 
group active. The more granular you get, the higher you 
should bid.

Get as granular as possible with the category 
levels – categorize products at the lowest 
categorical level. 

For example, Apparel & Accessories > Clothing > Pants > 
Jeans> Item ID

Create campaigns and ad groups that target specific products in your feed by filtering on feed attributes -
category, brand, product type, or custom labels for example.

Best practices // campaigns 



Use Custom Labels 
within your campaign 
to better target. 

If you use custom labels in your product feed for best sellers, high margin products, items
with high/low return on ad spend, or even by seasonal event, you can then target by these in your 
campaign.

Update ad copy with 
promotional text.

Continue to add any relevant messaging around your promotional text.

Use campaign 
priority settings to 
indicate which of 
your campaigns 
should serve with 
priority over others.

Use campaign priority settings to have your top campaigns serve ahead of your non-performing 
campaigns by setting them to “High” priority.

If a Bing Shopping Campaign is set at “Low” priority, the campaign with the highest bid will serve.

Low – the default setting for regular Bing Product Ads. 

Medium – Will serve Bing Shopping Campaigns over standard Product Ads campaigns.

High – Will serve over your standard Product Ads campaigns and any Bing Shopping Campaigns that 
are set at medium.

Best practices // campaigns 



Best practices // performance tracking

Regularly monitor Bing Shopping Campaigns performance through the UI, Campaign 
report, and Product Group reports.

Use the Shopping report to monitor 
performance of individual items.

This report found in the Dimensions tab can 
prove useful in optimizations – identifying 
which IDs are costing you without converting 
or converting well with a positive return.

Use Share of Voice reporting for benchmark 
CPC, CTR and Impressions.

The insights can be useful for bidding and 
positioning.

Use the search term report to negate and 
search terms you may deem irrelevant to your 
Bing Shopping Campaigns.

Look at corresponding search negative terms 
within your search campaigns and use them 
for your BSC negatives.



Best practices // budget and bidding

Initially, allocate a similar budget for 
your Bing Shopping Campaigns as 
you would to keywords for the same 
products.

Some advertisers have found success allocating
30% of their total budget to Product Ads is a good 
starting point. 

Set your initial Product 
Group bids equal to or greater than 
similar text ad bids.

When new keywords are introduced into the marketplace 
for text ads, they need to have a high enough cost-per-
click to be shown. Product Ads need the same.



Appendix



Shopping Campaigns //  Bing Ads v. Google AdWords

Shopping Campaigns features and functionality* Bing Google

Getting started Store sign-up through User Interface [in Bing, this is the Bing Merchant Center]

Importing Importing of Google Shopping Campaigns into Bing Ads N/A

Ability to import Google Shopping Feed format into Bing Merchant Center N/A

Campaigns Linking Bing Merchant Center & Bing Ads accounts for Bing Shopping Campaigns creation

User Interface (UI) support for Bing Shopping Campaigns creation

Editor support for Bing Shopping Campaigns creation

Add Promotion Text within Bing Shopping Campaigns

Setting up Product Targets based on pre-defined list of fields – Product Type, Brand, 
Condition, SKU, ID, Seller name, Custom Labels

Submit Product Offers through Merchant Center for Bing Shopping Campaigns

Support various CSE feed formats for product offers, including the Bing Merchant formats 

Reporting Share of voice reporting – view impressions, clicks, CTR relative to your product targets

Item level reporting

API support API support for reporting

API support to enable Merchant Center store and feed management

API support for Bing Shopping Campaigns creation

International International market availability Coming soon!

*Includes Bing Shopping Campaigns naming conventions; Google may have different naming conventions for specific features and functionality.
*Includes Bing Shopping Campaigns naming conventions; Google may have different naming conventions for specific features and functionality.



When you sign up for Product Ads you’ll  notice 
there’s another option – Rich captions.

Free – not an

ad product.

No product 

image shows.

Enhanced 

organic listings, 

include price, 

availability, etc.

Paid listing – an ad.

Product image shows.

A Product Ad and 

Rich Caption can 

show simultaneously –

potential for more 

real estate on the 

search results page.



Content API easily updates and reflects the latest product information

“I want to reflect the latest product information like pricing and availability in my ads at scale.”

Content API allows advertisers to 
manage their product feeds 
programmatically and update product 
availability and pricing more quickly in 
the ad when needed, rather than 
uploading an entire data feed.

Merchants can programmatically insert, 
update, read and delete product offers 
instead of managing data feeds through 
FTP – and it accepts the Google Product 
Listing Ads format.




